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Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is a type of DNA located outside the nucleus [4] in the liquid portion of the cell (cytoplasm) and inside cellular organelles called mitochondria. Mitochondria are found in all complex or eukaryotic cells, including plant, animal, fungi, and single celled protists, which contain their own mtDNA genome [5]. In animals with a backbone, or vertebrates, mtDNA is a double stranded molecule that forms a circular genome [5], which ranges in size from sixteen to eighteen kilo-base pairs, depending on species. Each mitochondrion in a cell can have multiple copies of the mtDNA genome [5]. In humans [6], the mature egg [7] cell, or oocyte [8], contains the highest number of mitochondria among human cells, ranging from 100,000 to 600,000 mitochondria per cell, but each mitochondrion contains only one copy of mtDNA. In human embryonic development, the number of mitochondria, the content of mtDNA in each mitochondrion, and the subsequent mtDNA activity affects the production of the oocytes, fertilization [9] of the oocytes, and early embryonic growth and development.

Mitochondria were once free-living bacteria that took up residence inside a primitive eukaryotic cell in the process called endosymbiosis. Much of the evidence for the claim is in the mtDNA genome [5] and the nuclear genome [5]. The genomes co-evolved, and control of mitochondria involves exchange of information between the nucleus [4] and the many copies of the mtDNA. In the developing embryo, ninety-nine percent of the mitochondria, and therefore the mtDNA, come from the mother. Point mutations and deletions in the mtDNA can lead to serious developmental mitochondrial diseases.

In 1890, Richard Altmann, who studied diseases in Germany, observed the occurrence of mitochondria in many different animal cell types and noted they were similar to bacteria. Altmann proposed that mitochondria were the fundamental particles of life, or the living part of the cell, and in 1896 he called them bioblasts. In 1901, Carl Benda, a physician from Germany, named the organelles mitochondria from Greek mitos, meaning thread, and chondros, meaning grains.


In the 1960s and 1970s, researchers investigated mtDNA by using yeast mitochondria. In
1975, Peter L. Molloy, Anthony W. Limmane, and H. B. Lukins published a yeast (*Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) mtDNA genome sequence map in "Biogenesis of Mitochondria: Analysis of Deletion of Mitochondrial Antibiotic Resistance Markers in Petite Mutants of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*." The sequence was a rough draft of the entire yeast mtDNA genome. From 1974 to 1976, several laboratories began using enzymes to break DNA at specific places, a method called restriction enzyme analysis. The use of restriction enzyme analysis resulted in mtDNA maps of yeast and several other species including humans (*Homo sapiens*). In 1981, Fredrick Sanger's group in Cambridge, England, reported a complete sequence of the human mtDNA genome.

Sanger found that circular mtDNA in vertebrates consists of a light strand and a heavy strand. Both strands are coding sequences, and the process of DNA replication proceeds in both strands simultaneously in opposite directions. Sanger's team also found that vertebrate mtDNA is extremely compact and conserved through evolution, as most animals have the similar sets of mitochondrial genes. In vertebrates, mtDNA codes for thirty-seven gene products, and thirteen of the mtDNA genes code for proteins. Twenty-two mtDNA genes code for molecules that carry the building blocks of proteins (amino acids), called transfer RNAs (tRNA), and two genes code for the structures where cells assemble proteins, called ribosomal RNAs (rRNA).

In animal DNA, some of the protein and rRNA genes are located next to a tRNA gene. Justin C. St. John at Monash University in Melbourne, Australia, reported in 2010 that some coding regions overlap, meaning that a sequence of mtDNA codes for more than one product. The only region that does not code for a protein is the displacement loop (D-loop), which is organized as a triple-stranded structure that contains the main regulatory region involved with mtDNA replication. In contrast, the yeast mtDNA has non-coding sequences between protein and mtRNA gene coding sequences.

The thirteen proteins coded for in mtDNA are all involved with the production of what the cell uses as energy, a molecule called adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP). Mitochondria generate ATP in a process called oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). The large OXPHOS protein complexes requires hundreds of proteins, thirteen of which are coded in mtDNA. The DNA from the cell's nucleus (nDNA) encodes the remaining proteins. Specific systems transport the proteins into the mitochondria from the cytoplasm. Transcription of mtDNA is under the control of both the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. The mtDNA genome and the nuclear genome work together to regulate the energy production, otherwise several problems can occur in the cell that can affect the entire organism and may lead to disease.

Researchers first reported a patient suffering from a mitochondrial disease in 1959, a few years before they discovered mtDNA. The patient was a woman from Sweden who had the highest human metabolic rate then recorded. Researchers stated that the problem she had related to a defect in mitochondria. Her mitochondria produced energy in the form of ATP and heat; even when the woman was at rest, she would sweat. The mitochondrial defect, called Luft disease after the endocrinologist Rolf Luft, who first described it in 1962, is one of the rarest of all mitochondrial disorders.

In 1988, scientists began to describe pathogenic mutations in mtDNA. Researchers had studied mtDNA since 1963, but clinical scientists paid little attention to it. In 1988, Ian Holt's group at the Institute of Neurology in London, United Kingdom, identified large-scale deletions of base pairs of mtDNA in patients with mitochondrial muscle disease (myopathies). In the
same year Douglas Wallace's group at Emory University School of Medicine in Atlanta, Georgia, described mutations in mtDNA in a human family whose members had Leber hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON). LHON results in optic nerve degeneration and blindness. Mutations within the mtDNA link to a number of primary neurological disorders. With a prevalence of ten in one-hundred thousand people, the disorders are one of the most common inherited neurological disorders. Mitochondrial diseases result from substitutions of a single mtDNA base, deletions of one or several bases, rearrangement of gene sequences, and duplication of genes [15]. There are hundreds of mitochondrial diseases.

Humans inherit mitochondria from their mothers and mtDNA through the oocyte [8]. In a human female embryo, the first primary oocytes develop from the primordial germ cells [16] from two to three weeks into the process of embryo development. As reported by various scientists, the number of mitochondria in the primary oocyte [8] ranges from fewer than ten to two hundred. Robert P.S. Jansen in his 2000 article "Germline Passage of Mitochondria: Quantitative Considerations and Possible Embryological Sequelae" reports fewer than ten mitochondria per human primordial germ cell. However, by the time the female infant is born, each primary oocyte [8] has approximately 10,000 mitochondria per cell. There is another tenfold increase in mitochondrial number during adult growth and development. For most female mammals, the mature oocyte [8] has from 100,000 to 600,000 mitochondria. The amount of mtDNA in each mitochondria in the female germ-line is slightly more mtDNA than the number of mitochondria. Ovarian insufficiency is associated with major depletion of mtDNA in the oocyte [8].

In the late 1990s, Jacques Cohen at Saint Barnabas Medical Center in Livingston, New Jersey, and his colleagues investigated the phenomenon of ovarian insufficiency. They transferred a small amount of cytoplasm from a cell of a donor who was fertile into the oocytes of a woman who had undergone several rounds of IVF without success. The procedure used by Cohen and his colleagues became called ooplasmic transfer or cytoplasmic transfer. Over the course of four years, at least thirty infants were born using this technique. One problem with ooplasmic transfer, which researchers noted, was that the offspring can retain mtDNA from the mother as well as from the donor. The mixture of mtDNA, called heteroplasmy, can lead to mitochondrial diseases. For example, scientists showed how mice experience problems if their normal mtDNA mixes with dissimilar mtDNA. In 2012, Mark S. Sharpley at the University of Pennsylvania [17] in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and his group published a study on mice in which they generated mice with mixtures of different strains of mtDNA. The mice with mixtures had abnormal behavior and cognition.

Scientists correlated mtDNA mutations with a increasing number of diseases, and into the first decades of the twentieth century there were few treatments to alleviate the symptoms. Nuclear transfer is an alternate technique for preventing mitochondrial disease. There are several nuclear transfer techniques. These techniques use a donor oocyte [8] with healthy mtDNA that has its nucleus [4] removed. In 2010, Helen Tuppen's group in the UK at Newcastle University transferred fertilized oocytes to a donor oocyte [8] that had its nucleus [4] removed. A group led by Shoukrat Mitalipov at Oregon Health and Science University in Beaverton, Oregon, used an unfertilized oocyte [8], removed the nucleus [4], transferred it to an unfertilized oocyte [8] of a healthy donor, and then fertilized the oocyte [8] with sperm [18].

In the United States, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) headquartered in Silver Spring, Maryland, regulates reproductive technologies, and the FDA must approve any such techniques before further use. Mitalipov of the Oregon group submitted an application in January of 2012 to use the nuclear transfer procedures. The Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Authority headquartered in London, UK, considered permitting mitochondria replacement therapy, and asked for public opinion in early 2013.
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